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INVOLVED�THE�ACTIVE�CONSTITUTION�OF �)NUIT�IDENTITY��4HIS�INCLUDED�DIVER
GENT�ENDS�AND�THUS�LINES�OF �m�IGHT��INTENTIONAL�DISRUPTIONS��BREAKS��AND�
NEW�BEGINNINGS��4HEY�OPEN�UP�TO�NEW�FUTURES�AND�MULTIPLE�IDENTITIES�
THROUGH�VARIOUS�ACTIONS�AND�INTERVENTIONS��"RAIDOTTI�����	��4HE�AC
TIVE�CREATION�OF �HYBRID�SPACES�IN�WHICH�THESE�CREATIONS�TOOK�PLACE�IN
CORPORATED�TECHNOLOGIES�SUCH�AS�l�LMMAKING�AND�SOCIAL�MEDIA�
0ART�OF �THIS�LANDSCAPE�CAN�BE�FOUND�ON�SOCIAL�MEDIA�SITES��BUT�ALSO�

WITHIN�A� SPACE� THAT� IS� )NUITCONTROLLED�� )SUMA�0RODUCTIONS� IS�A�COL
LECTIVE�OF �PROFESSIONALLY�PRODUCED�)NUIT�l�LM�ART��4HEY�ARE�INVOLVED�IN�
CREATING�AND�MAINTAINING�A�VIDEO�PORTAL� OF � )NDIGENOUS�l�LMS�� l�LM
BASED� )NUIT� STORYTELLERS��AND�DOCUMENTING� )NUIT� TESTIMONIES�BEFORE��
DURING��AND�AFTER� RESOURCE�EXTRACTION�PROJECT� COMMUNITY�CONSULTA
TIONS��)SUMA�S�WORK�CONNECTS�THE�POLITICS�OF �)NDIGENOUS�ADVOCACY��RE
SISTANCE��AND�ACTIVISM�THROUGH�MEDIA��(UHDORF �����	�AND�IS�PART�OF �
A�MULTIVOCAL�NODE� IN� THE� LINKS�BETWEEN�CONTEMPORARY� )NUIT�ART�AND�
POLITICS��%VANS�����	��-ANY�OF �THEIR�OWN�l�LM�PROJECTS�TELL�STORIES�WITH�
PAINSTAKING�ATTENTION�TO�DETAILS�SUCH�AS�HISTORICALLY�ACCURATE�CLOTHING��
SHELTER��TRAVEL�METHODS��AND�LANGUAGE��"EYOND�THE�AESTHETIC�VALUE�OF �
RETRIEVING�AND�SHOWING�HISTORICAL�EVENTS�AND�CONDITIONS�OF �EVERYDAY�
LIFE��)SUMA�S�l�LMS�CONNECT�CONTEMPORARY�AUDIENCES�TO�A�HISTORICAL�PE
RIOD�BEFORE�COLONIALISM�TRANSFORMED�EVERYDAY�LIVES�IN�THE�!RCTIC��3ANTO�
����	��4HESE�l�LMS�IN�EFFECT�MAKE�REAL�AGAIN�THE�EXPERIENCE�OF �THE�FREE
DOM�OF �THE�)NUIT��3ANTO�����	�AND�USE�WEB�SPACE�AND�STORYTELLING�IN�
INTERESTING�WAYS�
-OVEMENT� BETWEEN� THESE� SPACES�.UNAVUT� COMMUNITIES�LAND

SCAPES��#ANADIAN�URBAN�SETTINGS��AND�ONLINE�ENVIRONMENTS�RAISES�
CRUCIAL�METHODOLOGICAL�QUESTIONS��)N�THE�FOLLOWING�VIGNETTE��-EG�3TAL
CUP�DESCRIBES�THE�STUDY�OF �THE�)NTERNET�AS�A�l�ELD�SITE��7ORKING�WITH�A�
GROUP�OF �STUDENTS��THE�RESEARCH�TECHNIQUES�DEMONSTRATE�THAT�CONTEM
PORARY�METHODS�BLEND�THE�ONLINE�AND�THE�OFm�INE��NOTING�THAT�)NTERNET�
ACTIVITIES�ARE�PART�OF �OUR�EVERYDAY�LIVES��PART�OF �THE�HUMAN�EXPERIENCE��
INTEGRAL� TO�OUR� RELATIONSHIP� TO� THE�PRESENT�� 3TALCUP�S� STUDENTS� THUS�
DIRECT�THEIR�QUESTIONS�AND�OBSERVATIONS�TO�THE�CONTENT�AND�ALGORITHMS�
THEY�l�ND�ON�THE�WEB�

E
Vignette 4
Internet Techniques for an Untimely Anthropology
Meg Stalcup

GM: But what again is untimeliness? How do we teach students to pro-
duce that?
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PR: Well, I think that’s a big question. The term is taken from Nietzsche’s 
Untimely Meditations and used to mark a critical distance from the present 
that seeks to establish a relationship to the present di! erent from reigning 
opinion.

—George Marcus and Paul Rabinow, 
Designs for an Anthropology of the Contemporary

Picture a classroom: the students are seated with their phones in front of 
them or an open laptop. A piece of paper and a pen are at hand. Voices 
merge into a low hum as they point at the screens, explaining to one 
another an experience so familiar that they have never before put it into 
words.

The task is to go to a website and use it. They take notes on what 
draws the eye, where they want to click, and such thoughts as occur to 
them, by habit or summoned through the curious externalizing nature of 
the exercise. We come back together as a group, and one student walks 
us through his navigation of the foreign-language version of a popu-
lar video repository. “Even though I don’t know what is written, the site 
makes it easy. I kind of automatically knew what they wanted when the 
box popped up––I had to allow cookies.” The other students chime in, 
discussing the colors and layout. He continues,

I like to look at videos when I get home at the end of the day. I just click 
around. So here I did what I usually do, which is scroll down to see the 
number of views and comments. I watch something and let the next video 
come up, because it knows the kind of thing I like. I don’t have an account 
here though and so the video that came up was random.

The goal of the exercise is to practice participant observation where 
many people now spend a significant portion of their time: online. In-
dividuals access the Internet throughout the day, from work, school, a 
public street, or home. It can be a required component of those parts 
of life, or a break from them. As Annette Markham writes, “We carry the 
internet with us in our pockets”; for her research subjects, it is “so ubiq-
uitous we don’t think much about it at all, we just think through it” (2016: 
1, emphasis in original). In the context of the exercise, the students pay 
attention to this infrastructure. They begin to see things, such as the al-
gorithmic experience of having videos chosen for them. They agree that 
this kind of scrolling is physically relaxing. It is a pastime they note they 
have in common, even though they do it largely alone.

Another student poked around a site where people post medical 
questions and doctors respond. She went on to do a semester-long 
project examining how young women get information on reproductive 
health and found that they do not “just Google it” (Richards 2018). Their 
approaches included Internet searches and pornography. Rather than 
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an endpoint, however, online information was fodder for debate and 
conversations with friends, family, clergy, and clinicians. Her research, 
too, tacked back and forth between the Internet and other sites. She 
met with members of a university-based sexual health promotion team; 
did interviews with them, a women’s health blogger, and a nurse prac-
titioner; and talked to peers about their personal histories and experi-
ences learning about their bodies, birth control, and sex.

The students were employing Internet techniques, which are prac-
tices in the fieldwork repertoire adapted to blend online and o! line, 
much as they are blended in people’s lives. A list, which can only ever be 
partial, includes:

–  maintaining and making relationships through social networking 
services and mobile instant messengers;

–  observing the ways that people interact in and with online spaces;
–  participating in wholly or partially online groups;
–  learning skills for and in these milieus;
–  asking digitally mediated questions (whether formally in arranged 

interviews or not);
–  and exploring the many ways that all of this can be recorded and 

archived.
Casual conversation in a messaging app will produce an exportable 

file, but to remember the experience of that chat, the researcher might 
still take notes and incorporate them later. Understanding the other per-
son’s experience could require meeting face-to-face. Technology can be 
the focus of the research but not necessarily. As in the study of women’s 
health information, Internet techniques come into play because digital 
technologies are part of people’s lives. Their addition to anthropolo-
gy’s toolbox has come about as computer-mediating assemblages have 
become ordinary for many research subjects. Algorithms, big data and 
machine learning producing artificial intelligence (AI), access and lack 
of access to the Internet, and other aspects of the digital are significant 
shapers of existence (human and nonhuman) today. To the extent that 
lives involve these technologies, anthropological inquiry will too.

Just such making “the familiar strange and the strange familiar” is 
what anthropology has long claimed as its expertise (see Myers 2011). 
The Internet and its broader technological problem space pose meth-
odological challenges, however, for a discipline that has traditionally 
drawn on the authority of “being there” to ground its claims to knowl-
edge. What do we do when a phenomenon has global ramifications, but 
we still need to choose specific places to go? As we analyze what is avail-
able to us through social media, how can we get a sense of what remains 
unsaid? How do we identify anthropological objects when technological 
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ones are always changing? More broadly, what kind of anthropology 
might be able to address the movement that materializes in, but is not 
unique to, technological innovations?

Internet techniques are not answers, but ways of taking these ques-
tions to the field. They are tools to be employed in response to spe-
cific situations and goals. Developing anthropological practice for an 
ever-moving world is, withal, more than just a matter of techniques. Crit-
ically, it is about a mode of inquiry that can be called the “untimely” in 
which such techniques are used. The untimely is, as Gilles Deleuze put 
it, a state of becoming that is inopportune (intempestif ), and, in Paul 
Rabinow’s conceptualization, ill-timed, inconvenient—and thus appro-
priate for thinking (2011: 60–62). The digital connotes speed and the 
ongoing emergence of novelty, inviting similarly timed and urgent re-
sponses. This makes it both harder and more requisite for the anthro-
pologist to seek, per our epigraph, “a relationship to the present di! erent 
from reigning opinion” (Rabinow et al. 2008: 59). Although discussed in 
breathless terms of futurism or, alternatively, as sensationalistic doom-
saying, the issues that concern people about the Internet or algorith-
mic governance—trust, truth, privacy, security, freedom, individuality, 
intimacy—are better thought of as “perennial” (Langlitz 2013: 251). Such 
terms reference enduring ethical and political problems, now showing 
up in contemporary circumstances and configurations deeply entwined 
with digital media and related technologies.

If anthropology is to have anything of importance to say, it will not 
move strictly in time with the world it studies and problems as they are 
presented, by the news media, tacit disciplinary norms, or academic 
fads. It will seek instead an untimeliness that comes, at least partly, 
George Marcus suggests, from being in time with, and holding oneself 
accountable to, the substance and relations of one’s fieldwork (in Rabi-
now et al. 2008: 60). The recompense is the possibility of producing 
something inopportune in that it “disrupts those existing things and re-
lations and changes their tone, register, and directionality,” yet appro-
priate, “at least retrospectively in that it reconfigures existing things and 
relations” (in Rabinow 2011: 60).

In an untimely mode, one might design a project that, as Christine 
Hine proposes (2015), takes as preliminary problem-spaces the “embed-
ded, embodied, and everyday.” Digital phenomena are thoroughly em-
bedded in people’s lives. It is untimely to argue that what the Internet 
is for di! erent people is surely multiple and not yet settled, when most 
have already leapfrogged to trying solve the problems “it” presents. Ob-
servation and asking questions are therefore necessary to grasp mean-
ing and significance they are ascribed in those contexts. One would also 
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look at how being online or the subject of algorithms is an embodied 
extension of the ways we are gendered, racialized, and classed in the 
world more generally. Underlying inequalities still structure access to the 
Internet, while facial recognition and search engines have racial biases 
(Hine 2015: 6; Noble 2018). Research therefore needs to attend to the 
discursive erasures yet continued reality of embodiment (Amrute 2016). 
Finally, the Internet, algorithms, and artificial intelligence are in many 
ways the infrastructure of the everyday. The dual task this presents is 
studying when and why this infrastructure takes center stage, as it has 
with fears about online radicalization to violence or electoral manipula-
tion, and calling it back to attention when naturalized and overlooked.

E

Turning the Gaze

!T�MY�OWN�SCREEN��FROM�MY�OFl�CE��SIDE�BY�SIDE�AND�FACETOFACE��)�HAVE�
POSED��NAÕVE	�QUESTIONS�AND�HAVE�IN�TURN�BEEN�REDIRECTED�TOWARD�PEO
PLE��PROJECTS��AND�PERSPECTIVES�THAT�WERE�MORE�IN�TUNE�WITH�THE�FOLKS�
WITH�WHOM� )�WAS�WORKING�AND�WHO�WERE� INTEGRAL� TO�MY� RESEARCH��
7HAT� )� CAME� TO�UNDERSTAND� IS� THAT�AS�MEMBERS�OF �AN� INTENSELY� RE
SEARCHED�POPULATION�� )NUIT� IN� COMMUNITIES� ACROSS�#ANADA�S�.ORTH�
STRATEGICALLY�NEGOTIATE� THE� TERMS�UNDER�WHICH� THEY�WILL�PARTICIPATE��
THE�RESEARCH�MUST�FOREGROUND�THEIR�INTERESTS�AND�PRIORITIES��4HE�PHRASE�
hNOT�ABOUT�ME�WITHOUT�MEv�REFERS�TO�A�SOVEREIGNTY�OF �SUBJECTIVITY�BOTH�
WITHIN�OUR�INTERACTIONS�AND�ACROSS�ACADEMIC�WORK��!ND�SO��MY�JOUR
NEY�AS�A�RESEARCHER�MEANT�THAT�MY�OWN�CURIOSITIES�WERE�SET�ASIDE�AND�
)�LEARNED�TO�BEGIN�PROJECTS�BY�l�RST�ASKING�PEOPLE�ABOUT�THEIR�OWN�INTER
ESTS�AND�CONCERNS��)T�BECAME�A�MULTIVIEW��MULTITEXTUAL��MULTIDIMEN
SIONAL� JOURNEY�WITH� THE� INTENTION�OF �UNDERSTANDING�AND�CONVEYING�
MULTIPLE�PERSPECTIVES�AND�VARIANT�STORIES�
#RUIKSHANK�ARGUES�THAT�STORYTELLING�IS�A�PRACTICE�THAT�IS�PART�OF �EV

ERYDAY�LIFE�� IT� IS�A�hFRAMEWORK�FOR�UNDERSTANDING�HISTORICAL�AND�CON
TEMPORARY�ISSUESv����������	��0ART�OF �MY�STORY�IN�THIS�TELLING�IS�A�MIX�
OF �HUBRIS�� EDUCATION��AND�COMING� TO�UNDERSTAND� SOME� THINGS�� )N�A�
CHAT�ABOUT�DOGS�WITH�A�YOUNG�MAN��FOR�EXAMPLE��)�ASSUMED�THAT�)�WAS�
ADDING�SOMETHING�THOUGHTFUL�TO�A�CONVERSATION�ABOUT�THE�TRADITIONAL�
IMPORTANCE�OF �DOGS�TO�THE�)NUIT��h3OME�PEOPLE�THINK�OF �THEM�LIKE�THEIR�
CHILDREN�v�)�SAID��h%XCEPT�THAT�YOU�CAN�EAT�THEM�v�MY�LUNCH�COMPANION�
REPLIED��)�COULD�NOT�TELL�IF �HE�WAS�PULLING�MY�LEG��BUT�)�WAS�PRETTY�SURE�
THAT�)�SAW�A�m�ASH�OF �IRRITATION�ON�HIS�FACE��)�HAD�A�PIT�IN�MY�STOMACH�
AND�WORRIED�THAT�)�HAD�BETRAYED�MY�LACK�OF �EXPERIENCE��MY�NAÕVETÏ��MY�
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Notes

%PIGRAPH��3MITH������������%PIGRAPH�IN�6IGNETTE����2ABINOW�ET�AL�����������
� ��� &ROM�THE�PERSPECTIVE�OF �)NUIT��#ANADIANS�WHO�LIVE�OUTSIDE�OF �)NUIT�.UN

ANGAT�ARE�IN�THE�hSOUTH�v�4HIS�CHAPTER�REm�ECTS�THAT�VIEWPOINT�
� ��� $R��*ULIE�#RUIKSHANK�IS�THE�RECIPIENT�THE�OF ������.ORTHERN�3CIENCE�!WARD�

FOR�HER� RESEARCH�WITH�!THAPASKAN�AND�4LINGIT�ELDERS�EXPLORING�AND�RE
CORDING� THEIR�KNOWLEDGE�SYSTEMS�AND� FOR�BUILDING�hA� FOUNDATION�OF � RE
SPECTFUL�RELATIONSHIPSv�THAT�HAVE�HELPED�h9UKON�&IRST�.ATIONS�RECOGNIZE�
AND�HONOUR�THE�STRENGTHS�OF �THEIR�CULTURAL�TRADITIONSv��0OLAR�+NOWLEDGE�
#ANADA������	�
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